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An Experimental Study of Molten
Microdroplet Surface Deposition
and Solidification: Transient
Behavior and Wetting Angle
Dynamics
The basic problem of the impact and solidification of molten droplets on a substrate
central importance to a host of processes. An important and novel such process
area of micromanufacturing is solder jetting where microscopic solder droplets are
pensed for the attachment of microelectronic components. Despite the recent appea
of a few numerical studies focusing on the complex transient aspects of this proce
analogous experimental results have been reported to date to the best of our know
Such a study is reported in this paper. Eutectic solder (63Sn37Pb) was melted to a
superheat and used in a specially designed droplet generator to produce droplets
diameters in the range 50–100mm. In a first series of experiments, the size, temperatu
and impacting speed of the molten droplets were maintained constant. The primary
able was the temperature of the substrate that was controlled in the range from 48
135°C. The dynamics of molten solder microdroplet impact and solidification on
substrate was investigated using a flash microscopy technique. The time for the co
tion of solidification from the moment of a solder droplet impact on the substrate va
between 150ms and 350ms. The dynamic interaction between the oscillation in the liqu
region and the rapid advance of the solidification front was visualized, quantified,
presented in this paper. In a second series of experiments, the evolution of the w
angle between the spreading drop and the substrate was recorded and analyze
quantitative agreement with Hoffman’s correlation for wetting was found. It was es
lished that the wetting angle dynamics is strongly coupled with the evolution of
droplet free surface. Two successive regimes were distinguished during the spre
The influence of the initial impact velocity and substrate temperature on the dynam
the measured wetting angle was described in both regimes. To the best of our know
this study presents the first published experimental results on the transient fluid dyn
and solidification of molten microdroplets impacting on a substrate at the ab
mentioned time and length scales that are directly relevant to the novel solder je
technology.@S0022-1481~00!01403-1#

Keywords: Droplet, Heat Transfer, Manufacturing, Microscale, Visualization
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1 Introduction
Scientific research interest on droplet-surface interactions

recently increased, driven by a need for an in-depth understan
of new aspects of droplet impact phenomena that are importa
emerging technologies such as spray deposition~@1,2#! and pi-
coliter size solder droplet dispensing. Picoliter size droplet d
pensing ~the application to which the present work is direct
relevant! is used for advanced surface mount technologies~SMT!
in the packaging of electronic microchips. In this technolog
monodispersed arrays of molten metal microdroplets~25–100mm
in diameter! are printed on a substrate, each microdroplet~or
bump! forming an electrical connection. Important advantages
picoliter size droplet dispensing over other bumping technolog
are the flexibility and low cost, because neither masks nor scre
are required~@3,4#!.

Many physical phenomena related to the prediction of bu
shape and metallic properties are not well understood. Ther
still a lack of basic understanding and modeling capabilities

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Oct. 25, 19
revision received, Apr. 11, 2000. Associate Technical Editor: T. Avedisian.
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phenomena, such as the dynamic behavior of the wetting a
between the substrate and the droplet~@5#!, the thermal contact
resistance between splat and substrate as well as the rapid s
fication phenomenon~@6#!, including heterogeneous nucleatio
and recalescence, as well as the possible remelting of the subs
~@7#!. These are typical mesoscopic phenomena, whose physi
often related to microscopic phenomena and cannot be unders
using the classical continuum approach. A common way to han
these mesoscopic phenomena is to match experiments with
merical or analytical models in order to estimate the needed m
parameters. Using this approach, several temperature mea
ments under relatively large~mm size! solidifying droplets have
been performed and matched with numerical simulations in or
to estimate the values of the thermal contact resistance betw
the splat and the substrate~@8–10#! or to estimate the nucleation
temperature~@8#!.

The evolution of the wetting angle during droplet spreadi
also contains largely unresolved physics. The wetting angle
havior at the molecular level is governed by intermolecular for
~@11#!. The relation, if any, between the molecular angle and
macroscopic angle~visible with a low-power microscope, an
measured in the present study! is also not well established~@12#!.

9;
2000 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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Empirical correlations, such as Hoffman’s law~@13#!, express the
dynamic evolution of the macroscopic wetting anglea as a func-
tion of the capillary number Ca and of the equilibrium wettin
angleaeq , for steady flows under conditions of negligible Web
number~@12#!. In the impact of a droplet on a flat surface, th
fluid dynamics is unsteady and the Weber number based on
contact line velocity is not negligible. Therefore, the motion of t
droplet free surface near the contact line and the dynamics o
bulk fluid may influence the value of the wetting angle. Furth
more, in a molten droplet impact, there is the additional contri
tion of heat transfer, which can drastically change flow proper
by glassification, or can even arrest the motion of the contact
by solidification. Fukai et al.@14# and Pasandideh-Fard et al.@9#
used experimentally measured advancing and receding we
angles in their numerical models to study the effects of surf
wetting on the spreading and recoiling motion of a droplet a
impingement on a dry surface. However, since these angles
substrate temperatures have been measured for rather large
tems, with respect to both time and space scales, the que
arises if the conclusions can be applied to smaller scales of
kind found in picoliter size solder droplet dispensing and sp
casting.

A promising approach to obtain direct insight in the therm
physics of picoliter-size molten droplet impact is the high-spe
visualization of such a process. If it were possible to observe, w
enough time and space resolution, the spreading and solidifica
dynamics of picoliter solder droplet impact, in addition to t
direct information that the experiments would provide, a comp
son with numerical studies of the same problem, such as thos
Waldvogel and Poulikakos@15# and by Xiong et al.@16#, would
be feasible. Such experiments are reported in the present pap
key finding of the above two papers is that a strong coupl
occurs between heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and phase cha
leading to a wavy surface of the solder bumps. Although t
wavy surface appears in both numerical and experimental stu
~the latter yielding only the shape of the completely solidifi
microbump!, there is still a significant discrepancy between n
merical results and final shape micrographs~@16#!. A visualization
of the microdroplet in motion accompanied by relevant quant
tive measurements contributes significantly to the understan
of this phenomenon.

A variety of visualization techniques have been applied in
experimental investigations of droplet impact dynamics, includ
high-speed camera techniques~@17–21#!, flash photography~@22–
24#!, and flash videography~@25–26#!. There is one basic distinc
tion between high-speed camera and flash techniques: the fo
records the highest number of frames from a single event, w
the latter reconstructs the event by patching together sev
frames taken at different instants from several reproduc
events. In our case, the expected short duration of the phen
enon~of the order of 100 microseconds! prevented the use of mos
high-speed cameras. For example, even a very fast CCD ca
such as the Kodak EKTAPRO~40, 500 partial frames per secon
and available in our laboratory! could only give a rough qualita
tive recording of the phenomenon. Intensified CCD cameras h
a time delay between two frames smaller than 50 ns and c
have solved the time resolution problem. However, this expen
technology only allows recording a limited number of frames~8 to
30! of a single event~@27#! so that the reconstruction problemat
of one event from several reproducible events would have ar
in this case as well. The high-speed 16-mm camera technique
not been considered because of its complex machinery, high c
and difficulty of implementation~@28#!.

In contrast with the methods discussed above, the flash pho
raphy and flash videography techniques are stroboscopic met
whereby a variable number of short-pulse illuminations~1 to 10
pulses! are produced at specific instants during each event
recorded by a 35-mm camera or a CCD camera, respectively
generating a sequence of identical drops and practically iden
Journal of Heat Transfer
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impact events per drop, one can capture different stages of
process in each event and piece together from images of dro
taken at progressive stages the entire impact, spreading, an
lidification process. Key parameters describing the droplet spre
ing process, i.e., splat/substrate contact area, splat diameter
thickness as well as the wetting angle~@9#!, can be subsequently
measured from the recorded pictures of spreading droplets.
flash techniques rely therefore on the generation of droplets
highly repeatable manner~@22,25,24,26#! since the impact proces
is reconstructed from images of several impact events.

Good quality images of a droplet spreading process have b
reported in the literature using short-duration flash photogra
~@22,9#! for millimeter-size droplets, and flash videography~@26#!
for droplet diameters of the order of 60mm to about 1 mm. To
exemplify, the study of Pasandideh-Fard et al.@9# reports a visu-
alization of impact and solidification of relatively large~approx. 2
mm! liquid metal tin drops on a cold substrate. Hence, the res
ing Weber number value of We571 does not correspond to th
relatively low Weber domain (4,We,10) encountered in pi-
coliter size solder droplet dispensing that is the focus of
present research. In the present study a flash videography
nique, coupled with a digital grabbing of the images for the e
of postprocessing, is developed and implemented.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Molten Solder Microdroplet Deposition System. To
investigate the dynamic process of impact and solidification
picoliter size molten metal droplet on the surface of a semic
ductor device, a molten solder microdroplet jetting device was
up at ETH Zurich with technical assistance from MicroFab Tec
nologies Inc.~Dallas, TX!. The method used for the generation
monodispersed picoliter-size droplets of solder at demand with
potential of use in the manufacturing of electronic compone
was described in~@3#! and ~@29#!, and is summarized as follows

By applying an electric pulse to a piezoelectric material not
direct contact with the fluid, picoliter volumes of molten metal a
ejected from an orifice at demand in accordance with the elec
pulse frequency. After oscillating, the ejected tiny amount
metal assumes a spherical shape due to minimization of sur
tension energy. The process is termed solder jetting at dem
The jetting apparatus used in the present study is shown sche
cally in Fig. 1.

Solder is melted in an enclosed reservoir by resistance hea
The molten solder reservoir is pressurized with nitrogen to in
late the melt with a chemically inert environment and provi
back pressure for jetting. A nitrogen flowing as a curtain arou
the path of the droplet toward the substrate limits the interac
with the surrounding air and prevents, at least to a good ext

Fig. 1 Schematic of the picoliter size solder droplet deposition
apparatus
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 545
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droplet oxidation. Molten solder temperatures in the reservoir
the capillary tube are both monitored by thermocouples and c
trolled through the heaters. The waveform of the drive pulse
solder jetting is electronically generated and digitally controlle
By varying the waveform, the diameter and the velocity of ejec
solder droplets can be altered in the ranges of 50–100mm and
1–2.5 m/s, respectively. The alloy used in this study is a eute
tin lead solder~63 percent Sn-37 percent Pb! with 99.99 percent
purity, specially developed for solder jetting by Witmetaal B. V
Holland. Delay time between droplet ejection can be changed
varying the waveform driver frequency for droplet generatio
However, the repeatability of droplet diameter and ejection ve
ity is greatly improved when the frequency of droplet ejection
maintained constant during the experiment. In the present stud
droplet generation frequency of 12 Hz was used.

After ejection from the orifice, a solder droplet travels appro
mately 1 mm and impacts the substrate mounted horizontally
motorized x-y precision stage~Photon Control PTS 1000, En
gland!. The substrate in the present study is a semiconductor
fer ~EM Marin, Switzerland! cut to a die size of approximatel
10350 mm. The wafer consists of the following layers from to
to bottom: 0.1-mm-thick Au, 0.3-mm Ti90W alloy, 1-mm silicon
nitride ~conductivityl52.33(120.11) Wm21K21, heat capacity
rcp52.62(120.22)* 1026 Jm23 K21! ~@30#! and 675-mm
P-silicon. The substrate wafer slide is mounted on a heated co
plate with a thin layer of thermal interface paste~HTC Electro-
lube, England! between the wafer and the copper plate, withl
50.84 Wm21 K21. The wafer top (T2,0) and bottom (T3,0) surface
initial temperatures are measured with two K-type thermocoup
~Omega 304 SS9!, the former being epoxied on the wafer with
1-mm-size island of conductive epoxy~AV138M/HV998 Novar-
tis, Switzerland! with l50.6 Wm21 K21. The bead diameter o
the thermocouples is 250mm. The copper plate temperature w
PID-controlled to varyT2,0 between 48°C and 135°C. Since th
wafer slides used in printing have to be frequently replaced,
temperature measurements are carried out on another wafer
permanently deposited on the copper plate, and moved unde
printhead at the same conditions as the wafer slide where dro
impact. Both radiation from the metallic parts of the printing d
vice and convection from the co-flow increased significantly
wafer temperatures. Thex-y stage motion~2 mm/s! is so slow that
the thermocouples reach a steady-state value before passing
the jet orifice and maintain it after passing by the jet orific
Therefore the transient temperature effect is considered to
negligible.

2.2 Visualization of Solder Droplet Deposition Using Flash
Videography. As described in the Introduction, the techniqu
used for the visualization of droplet impact and solidification is
flash videography technique~@26#! where only one image is take
at one instant during the impact and solidification process for e
drop studied. The imaging system used to record the droplet d
sition process is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

Backlighting for the first series of experiments is provided b
Xenon flash light unit~Hamamatsu L4634!. The flash energy is
0.15 J/flash and the duration of each burst of flash is 1ms with
less than 200 ns jittering. The time resolution of the seque
recording is set to 5ms. A Fresnel lens is used to provide unifor
and intensified~focused! backlighting field for the microscope
The droplet images are magnified using a microscope objec
~Microtech Zoom 70, USA! with 293optical magnification on the
CCD matrix plane, which provides a space resolution of 1.2mm
in the object plane. The conditions for the wetting angle meas
ment are slightly different from the first experiments in this pap
The optical magnification is increased up to 36 times. In orde
capture the fast kinematics during the beginning of the sprea
~with contact line velocities of the order of 2 to 4 m/s!, a faster
Xenon flash light unit~FX-HSPS, Wedel, Germany! is employed.
It provides a shorter flash duration of 150 ns with less than 60
546 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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jittering, with a flash energy of 0.1 J/burst. The time resolution
the sequence recording is also increased up to 300 nanosec
during the first stage of the spreading.

Images of the droplets are acquired with a Jai M10 progres
scan CCD camera~Denmark! in triggered mode and are digitize
and stored in the image processing PC. An example of the pic
quality of a droplet in motion is given in Fig. 3~b!. As a result of
high power optical magnification, the ambient light introduc
little optical noise on droplet images, and the flash light acts the
fore as a shutter. The waveform generator that activates the so

Fig. 2 Flash videography technique used for recording the
solder droplet deposition process

Fig. 3 Measured points on the droplet surface. Points A and G
determine the droplet wetting area diameter. D is the highest
visible point of the surface, when viewing from the side, not
always at the axis of symmetry. The distance from D to seg-
ment AG determines the visible droplet height H above the sur-
face „identified by the segment AG …. The shadow below the
surface and the light spot inside the droplet are optical effects.
The accuracy in determining the vertical and horizontal posi-
tion of A and G decreases for wetting angle values near 90 deg,
and larger than 110 deg, respectively.
Transactions of the ASME
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jetting device sends a signal with a preset delay to trigger the fl
light when a solder droplet hits the substrate. To record the p
gressive stages of solder droplet spreading and solidification
delay time between droplet ejection and a burst of back lightin
increased between successive images.

In order to provide a free impact surface for each imping
droplet, the motorizedx-y stage is maintained at a constant line
speed of 2 mm/s in the focal plane of the microscope dur
experimental runs. This translation velocity of 2 mm/s is ab
three orders of magnitude smaller than the impact velocity of
m/s. In a reference frame attached to the translation stage,
motion corresponds to a deviation from the vertical direction
the impact smaller than 0.1 degrees, thus negligible.

2.3 Image Analysis and Discussion of the Experimenta
Uncertainties. Image analysis is carried out using an image p
cessing software~Optimas 6.2, Media Cybernetics, USA! that al-
lows the measurement of droplet area and the motion analys
selected points for a sequence of images. Figure 3 shows a
surement example of droplet wetting area diameter~distance be-
tween A and G! and droplet height~distance from point D to
segment AG!. It should be emphasized that such measureme
involve uncertainties, due to the human identification of the m
sured points. In the case of clearly defined points such as in
3~b!, 20 measurements of the points on the same image yie
standard deviation~in percentage of the initial droplet diamete!
of 0.06, 0.54, 0.91, 0.44 and 0.16 percent for the vertical posi
of D, the distance between D and segment AG, and the positio
the single points A and G, as well as the wetting area diame
respectively. It is worth noting that a wetting anglea larger than
110 deg can cause significant optical blurring~as in Fig. 4, 30ms!,
and therefore increase the error for the wetting area diamete

The choice of a flash videography technique that consists
building an impact sequence from a series of single pictures, e
of them taken from a different droplet requires a highly reprod
ible process. There are several factors that can influence th
producibility of droplet release and solidification. We examine
with the setup used for the first series of experiments, two poss
perturbation sources, i.e., the stability in the drop position a
velocity as well as the importance of the wafer heating due to
heat released by solidification of the previous drop.

The positions of the top, bottom, left, and right extreme poi
of 99 solder droplets in the same conditions as in the experim
have been measured with a constant delay between ejection
flash. The standard deviation in the horizontal position of the
treme right and left position is, respectively, 1.32 percent and 1
percent of the diameter~80 mm!, and the standard deviation in th
vertical position for the top and bottom points is 2.2 perce
~61.76 mm! and 1.72 percent, respectively. The maximum st
dard deviation in the vertical position corresponds to a jitter in
droplet ejection of61.17 ms. Since this error is markedly large
than the error due to the human identification of the measu
points, the major cause of uncertainties in the measuremen
due to the needed repeatability of the visualization technique

The magnitude of wafer slide heating due to the heat relea
by solidification of the previous drop has been evaluated in
ways. First, we estimated the final increase in the wafer temp
ture after the impact of a series of droplets that corresponds to
experimental conditions. Then, we estimated if the transient lo
heat release of a previous drop would affect the initial conditio
for the actual drop. The final temperature increase was estim
as follows. Assuming that the heat released by the drops incre
the wafer temperature uniformly, we express the temperature
creaseDT of a typical wafer slide~10 mm by 50 mm surface!:

DT5
nEQ

(
i

r iVicpi

(1)
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wheren, EQ , r, V, andcp are the number of droplets, the hea
released by droplet solidification and subcooling, the density, v
ume, and heat capacity of each layeri of the wafer. In the case
where 300 droplets~i.e., 3 sequences of 100 drops! at 210°C
impact a wafer slide of the same composition as the one use
the experiments, we maintain that the wafer temperature incre
DT is less than 0.1K, and is thus negligible. The transient effec
the previous droplet impact on the actual drop can be calcula
accurately numerically, but we obtained an acceptable estimat
assuming that the entireEQ is released at timet50 in a half-
sphere of an infinite radius. In other words, we consider that e
droplet acts as an instantaneous heat source on the surface. I
case, an analytical relation exists for the temporal and local e
lution of the temperature~@31#!. Considering a pitch distance be
tween droplets of 166 micrometers~corresponding to a printing
frequency of 12 Hz!, the maximum transient temperature variatio
due to heat released by the previously impacting droplet fo
distance of 166 micrometers from the heating source, was fo
to be 0.03 K in a gold hemisphere and 0.13 K in a silicon hem
sphere, and is thus negligible.

A further difference between the experiments and the ideal c
of a spherical droplet impinging on a substrate is that there
still small residual shape oscillations from the ejection process
the instant of impact. Hence, the droplet shape at the time
impact is not absolutely spherical. This error can be estimated
observing the maximum error in nonsphericity on the pictur

Fig. 4 Spreading, oscillations, and freezing of a solder droplet
on a flat substrate. Initial conditions: v 0Ä1.54 mÕs, d 0
Ä80 mm, T1,0Ä210°C, T2,0Ä48°C.
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 547
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right before impact: At the distance used for printing, the diame
oscillation amplitude was65 percent of the droplet diameter. A
series of measurements showed that the phase lag betwee
oscillations of the horizontal diameter and the vertical diame
equalsp, thus this oscillation should not influence the measu
ment of droplet size, based on the visible area. Accordingly,
measurement of droplet velocity before impact was based on
motion of the two points at the extreme left and right of th
droplet. Their height is a bit more difficult to determine than, f
example, the height of the bottom point of the droplet, but it do
not oscillate in the vertical direction.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental Conditions. Two series of experiments
were performed. The first series was focused on the transient
havior of the spreading and solidification process. The sec
series was focused on the wetting angle dynamics. In the
series, sequences of molten solder microdroplet impingement
colder wafer, such as those shown in Figs. 4 and 5, have b
recorded for different initial temperatures of the top surface of
wafer ~T2,0548, 62, 81, 98, 118, and 135°C!. The temperature
T3,0 of the bottom surface of the wafer was measured to be in e
case 5 to 6 K lower thanT2,0. Each sequence was reconstruct
from about 100 frames, the delay between drop release and
being increased in steps of 5ms between each frame. In eac

Fig. 5 Spreading, oscillations, and freezing of a solder droplet
on a flat substrate. Initial conditions: v 0Ä1.49 mÕs, d 0
Ä84 mm, T1,0Ä210°C, T2,0Ä135°C.
548 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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sequence, the timet50 corresponds to the last picture befo
impact. The maximum corresponding error in determining
time t50 when the droplet contacts the substrate is therefor
ms. The produced drops had a mean diameterd0 in the range of
79.7 to 83.9mm and a velocityv0 in the range of 1.49 to 1.58 m/s
with average values of 81.4mm and 1.52 m/s, respectively. Th
characteristic numbers, defined in the Nomenclature, are show
Table 1. They are based on the following values for the therm
physical properties: s50.345 Jm22, m50.00262 Pa s, L
542,000 J/kg,cpl5238 J kg21 K21, l1525 Wm21 K21, and Tm
5183°C, and on the average measured values of velocities
diameter.

The second series of experiments, focusing on the evolutio
the wetting angle, was performed with a more precise lighting,
increased optical magnification, and time resolution, as descr
above. Four sequences of data were collected, where the su
temperatures and the initial impact velocities were varied
shown in Table 2. The mean value of the initial diameterd0 was
slightly smaller than in the first series of experiments (74
62 mm), and has been used for the calculation of the Reyno
and Weber numbers. The remaining experimental conditions w
the same as in the first series of experiments.

3.2 Qualitative Investigation of the Spreading and Solidi-
fication Process. Figure 4 shows a reconstructed sequence c
responding to an initial wafer temperatureT2,0 of 48°C. A quali-
tative inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that the spreading time~defined
as the time taken by the droplet to spread to its maximum con
area! is approximately 30ms.

The subsequent contour shapes caused by the upward moti
the droplet fluid indicate that the fraction of solidified mass
small within the first cycle of the droplet oscillation. The larg
variation of droplet height during the subsequent oscillation a
suggests that the damping effect of viscous force is less impor
than the effect of surface tension force.

In the case of impact on a substrate with We.1, the radial
pressure gradient induced by the impact drives the proces
droplet spreading~@6,32,5,33#!. Surface tension forces, liquid vis
cous forces, and solidification work together to arrest the dro
spreading. According to Bennett and Poulikakos@32#, surface ten-
sion effects dominate the termination of droplet spreading o
viscous effect when

We!2.8 Re0.457. (2)

For the droplet impingement conditions in Fig. 4, the right-ha
side of the above equation has a value of 42.3. Comparison

Table 1 Initial conditions for the first series of experiments
pertaining to the overview of the spreading and solidification
process

v0(m/s) 1.5260.06
T2,0(°C) 48 62 81 98 118 135

Re 381
We 4.4
Ste 0.77 0.69 0.58 0.48 0.37 0.27
Oh 0.0055
Pt 0.025

Table 2 Initial conditions for the second series of experiments
focusing on the evolution of the wetting angle

v0 (m/s) 2.35 2.31 1.49 1.51
T2,0(°C) 145 59 65 119

Re 546 537 348 350
We 9.7 9.4 3.9 4.0
Ste 0.22 0.70 0.67 0.36
Oh 0.0057 0.0057 0.0057 0.0057
Pr 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Time evolution of the spread factor b, with the substrate temperature T2,0 as a parameter. The error
is estimated in Section 2.3.
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the Weber number, about ten times smaller, indicates that
condition for the droplet deposition shown in Fig. 4 is well in
the surface tension domain concerning the relative influence
viscous dissipation and surface tension.

Solidification effects can influence droplet motion~@33#!. Ne-
glecting the presence of contact thermal resistance between
substrate and the droplet bottom, the ratio of spreading time,tspr,
to the solidification time,ts , can be estimated from~@33#!

tspr/ts5OhSte/Pr. (3)

The ratio calculated from the above equation is 0.17, indica
that the droplet spreading time is smaller than the solidificat
time. It is expected that the above ratio will be further reduced
the presence of interface thermal contact resistance. Accordin
Fig. 4, the spreading time is approximately 30ms before the re-
coiling motion in the liquid region. No changes of the drop
shape are visible for the points located at the top of the dro
contour after 255ms. Assuming that the arrest of droplet oscill
tory motion is caused by solidification and not by viscous dam
ing ~which is reasonable since four visible ripples on the dr
surface indicate that solidification arrested most of the drop m
tion!, the ratio of the measured droplet spreading time to solid
cation time is 0.12. This agrees relatively well with the predicti
of Eq. ~3!.

While droplet solidification is significantly slower than dropl
spreading as shown above, it is also obvious that the subseq
oscillatory motion of the droplet is strongly affected by solidi
cation. First, it can be shown by counting the number of fram
for each oscillatory cycle that the oscillation frequency is
creased with the upward propagation of the droplet solidificat
front, which reduces the total liquid mass of the droplet. Nume
cal simulations suggested that the oscillation frequency of an
pacting droplet is closely related to the droplet natural freque
~@34#!

f }~s/r lVl !
1/2 (4)

whereVl is the liquid volume. As the solidification front propa
gates into the molten region, the remaining liquid mass of
droplet decreases, which results in an increase of the oscilla
frequency. Second, Fig. 4 confirms that the ripples visible on
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drop surface are due to a strong coupling between solidifica
and oscillations, which was suggested by numerical results
taining to a comparable parameter range~@15,16#!.

Solidification can influence the spreading. This occurs by fre
ing at the wetting line~@35#!, or by destruction of kinetic energy
by solidification~@9#!. The parameter measuring the spreading
the spread factor,b, defined as the ratio of the diameterd of the
wetted substrate area over the initial droplet diameterd0 . A com-
parison between Figs. 4 and 5 shows a significant increase o
maximum spread factorbmax when the substrate temperature
increased to 135°C. Assuming heat transfer between the subs
and the droplet only affects the spreading by delaying the so
fication start~@6,33#!, the increase ofbmax with increasing sub-
strate temperature shows that solidification influences
spreading.

Other effects caused by an increase in the substrate temper
are visible in comparing Figs. 4 and 5. The final height decrea
and ripples are no longer visible: the droplet assumes a lens sh
These and other phenomena are discussed in the next se
which considers measurements from pictures of droplet sprea
for increasing initial substrate temperatures.

3.3 Quantitative Investigation of the Spreading and Solidi-
fication Process. The time evolution of the spread factorb,
measured as in Fig. 3, is shown in Fig. 6 with the substrate in
temperatureT2,0 as a parameter. The time resolution is 5ms. In the
first 15ms after impact,b increases from 0 to about 1 in a simila
way for all values ofT2,0 examined. However, the attained fin
valuesb` depend markedly onT2,0. These final values increas
with substrate temperature forT2,0 between 48 and 98°C, and ar
almost constant for higher temperatures. The dynamic nondim
sional parameters of impact, including We, Re, and Oh numb
are approximately the same in every case. The difference is
thermodynamic parameter for phase change, the Stefan num
calculated in Table 1. The similar behavior ofb(t) for T2,0 in the
range 98 to 135°C indicates that above 98°C~i.e., below Ste
50.48!, there is no dependency ofb on the Stefan number. This
implies that solidification does not influence the spreading forT2,0
over 98°C. Therefore, the assumption that the droplet spreads
and solidifies subsequently appears to be valid in this range
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 549
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Fig. 7 Time evolution of the dimensionless visible droplet height over the substrate H, with the substrate
temperature T2,0 as a parameter. The error is estimated in Section 2.3.
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T2,0. This is indicated by the good agreement between the fi
spread factor we measured forT2,0 above 98°C (b'1.6) and
results from an analytical relation of Pasandideh-Fard et al.@36#.
This relation estimates the maximum spread factor in the abs
of solidification to be 1.65 with our mean values of Re, We, a
with an advancing wetting angle value of 135 deg in the ea
stages of spreading. It is worth noting that the above analyt
relation is based on the assumption of a reasonably high Reyn
number, so as to produce a thin boundary layer in the liquid a
spreads, which is only partially valid in our case (Re5381). We
found it interesting that this relation predicts within five perce
the spreading ratio of our measurements in the absence of so
fication ~i.e., when the substrate initial temperature is high!. This
is why we have tested the extension of this relation~@9#! that
considers solidification effects by assuming that the influence
solidification is manifested by kinetic energy destruction. In t
case, the model results do not agree well with our experime
results. The calculated maximum spread factors lie between
and 1.57, and our experimental values are between 1.20 and
One possible reason for this discrepancy could be that solidifi
tion influences the spreading by arresting the wetting line
freezing rather than by destroying kinetic energy. In a publish
numerical study pertaining to the same parameter range as
experimental study, Waldvogel and Poulikakos@15# have shown
that freezing at the wetting line controls wetting line arrest. T
has also been observed experimentally by Schiaffino and S
@35# for low Weber numbers. However, the history of the spre
factor b for the lowest substrate temperatureT2,0548°C ~Fig. 6!
shows a maximum value ofb significantly bigger~eight percent!
than the final value ofb. This measurement, concerning the hig
est Stefan number~0.77! of our measurement range, would co
tradict the hypothesis that freezing at the wetting line controls
maximum spreading. This apparent contradiction is probabl
consequence of the significant blurring at the contact betw
l. 122, AUGUST 2000
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splat and substrate in Fig. 4~30 ms!, which makes the accurat
measurement of the maximum spread factor difficult.

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the dimensionless visi
droplet heightH over the substrate~defined in Fig. 3 as the maxi
mum height when viewing from the side at any time instanc!,
with T2,0 as a parameter. It should be emphasized that the vis
droplet height does not always correspond to the height of
intersection of the axis of symmetry with the free surface. F
example, simulations by Waldvogel and Poulikakos@15# have
shown that, in the early stages of the spreading, the height of
intersection of the axis of symmetry with the free surface
smaller than the droplet height visible from the side. The mot
of the droplet height shown in Fig. 7 can be termed as a dam
oscillation. Figure 8 shows the final, maximum and minimum v
ues of the visible droplet height, each corresponding to a fi

Fig. 8 Final, maximum and minimum droplet nondimensional
visible height H as a function of T2,0 . The error is estimated in
Section 2.3.
Transactions of the ASME
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substrate temperature. The maximum visible height is meas
from the beginning of first recoiling, and the final visible height
measured by averaging the height of the ten last frames of e
visualization series. The final maximum and minimum values
the visible droplet height decrease monotonically withT2,0. At
temperatures below 98°C, the monotonical decrease of fi
height with substrate temperature can be correlated with the
crease ofbmax with substrate temperature~Fig. 6!.

Quantitative information about the solidification time has be
extracted from Fig. 7 as follows. We assume that the drople
frozen when the droplet height remains constant~within 62 per-
cent of the initial diameter! for a time length more than half a
period of its oscillations~corresponding to a series of ten succe
sive frames!. The apparent solidification time is then defined a
bitrarily as the time of the first frame of the above mention
series. The apparent solidification time is represented in Fig.
depends nonmonotonically onT2,0, with a minimum of about 165
ms atT2,0598°C. This nonmonotonic dependence of the appar
solidification time onT2,0 indicates a nonmonotonic dependen
of the effective solidification time onT2,0, as calculated in previ-
ous numerical simulations~@15,16#!. An order of magnitude ex-
planation of this nonmonotonic dependence of the solidificat
time on T2,0 is presented hereafter. If we neglect the effect
superheat and subcooling, we can consider that the energEs
released by the solidification of the droplet is constant with
spect toT2,0:

Es5rVL. (5)

The solidificaiton timets is expressed as follows:

ts5
Es

q̇
. (6)

We also assume that the heat fluxq̇ can be expressed by

q̇5heS~Tm2T2,0! (7)

wherehe is an effective heat transfer coefficient and

S5
p

4
d0

2b`
2 (8)

is the contact surface between splat and droplet~the final spread
factor b` is measured from Fig. 6!. The variation of the solidifi-
cation timets therefore only depends onq̇, i.e., on the product of
S~increasing withT2,0! and the temperature difference~decreasing
with increasingT2,0!. The coupling of these two opposite trend
leads to a minimum in the solidification time. Values of the s
lidification time calculated by this order of magnitude model d
scribed above are plotted in Fig. 9. The value of the effective h
transfer coefficient used in Eq.~7! (he54.3* 105 (Wm22 K21))
has been determined by minimizing the differences between
model and the experiments results, in a least square sense

Fig. 9 Solidification time t s as a function of T2,0 . The experi-
mental values refer to the apparent solidification time, and the
order of magnitude values refer to Eqs. „5… to „8….
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worth noting thathe expresses both the effects of convection
the liquid part of the splat and conductive heat transfer at
splat/substrate interface. These two heat transfer modes have
respectively examined by~@37#! and~@10#! matching experiments
with numerical or analytical models. Although the goal of o
analytical model is to give a physical explanation of the obser
non-monotonic dependence of the solidification time onT2,0 and
not to provide quantitative results, the estimated value ofhe
agrees in an order of magnitude sense with the results of~@10#!.
The effect of thermal contact resistance on the spreading dyn
ics cannot be accurately pursued with the present approxim
model. A thorough study of this effect has been performed
Xiong et al. @16#, who matched the shapes of solidified drople
with the shapes obtained by numerical simulations at differ
Biot numbers.

3.4 Investigation of the Wetting Dynamics. The visualiza-
tion method presented here allows the measurement of the ev
tion of the apparent wetting anglea. This angle is always mea
sured at the contact line between the droplet and the w
substrate, as shown in Fig. 10, which is a representative frame
our wetting measurements. Each frame allows a double meas
ment ofa, on the left and on the right of the droplet. A graphic
estimate in Fig. 10 yields an angular precision of612 deg. It is
worth noting thata can only be considered to be awettingangle
as long as no solidification has occurred at the contact line. In
cators of the fact that solidification has not occurred are for
ample the temporal evolution of the spread factor and the tem
ral variation of the apparent wetting angle. The experimen
conditions for the experiments on wetting dynamics are sligh
different from the first series of experiments performed in t
study, as described above. The time resolution of 300 ns use
well below the jitter due to instabilities in droplet ejection, so w

Fig. 10 Determination of the apparent dynamic wetting
angles. Angle aL is determined by points „I,G,A…, and angle aR
by „H,A,G…. The measurement incertitude daR comes primarily
from the positioning of A and H, its value is estimated ¿ÕÀ12
deg.
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 551
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Fig. 11 Evolution of the wetting angle a as a function of the spread factor b for the specified initial
substrate temperatures T2,0 and impact velocities v 0 . The angular error is estimated in Fig. 10.
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have selected to base our interpretation of the results on plo
the wetting angle as a function of the spread factorb ~Fig. 11!
instead of as a function of time~Fig. 12!.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the apparent wetting angla
as a function of the spread factorb for the four cases described i
Table 2. These cases differ by the impact velocityv0 and the
initial substrate temperatureT2,0. At least two regimes can be
distinguished in Fig. 11: a first regime wherea decreases linearly
(b,0.8), and where the behavior is comparable in the four m
surement sequences, and a second regime (b.0.8), where no
consistent behavior for all cases can be observed. In the firs
gime, measurements and a general optical inspection of the fra
do not reveal significant angle and shape differences between
four examined cases, defined by their respective initial imp
velocitiesv0 and surface temperatureT2,0: ~2.35,145!, ~2.31, 59!,
~1.51, 119! and ~1.49 m/s, 65°C!. A linear curve fit in this first
regime yields the following correlation, plotted in Fig. 11:

a~b!5160 deg271b,b,0.8. (9)

The second regime can be either a horizontal plateaua
;90 deg) terminated by a region where the value ofa oscillates
at the maximum value ofb as in the case~1.51, 119!, or a regime
of increase and subsequent decrease ofa as in the cases~2.31, 59!
and ~1.49, 65!, wherea first increases to a local maximum an
then decreases to a final value of about 90 deg~the interpretation
of the results in Fig. 11 is aided by plots such as Fig. 12, wh
time is a coordinate!. The last case~2.35, 145! can be viewed as a
122, AUGUST 2000
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combination of a plateau and a small zone of increase and su
quent decrease ofa for bP@1.1,1.3#. It is worth stressing that,
although not explicitly extractable from Fig. 11 because time
not a coordinate, oscillations of the value ofa at the maximum
values ofb ~for exampleb51.6 andb51.8! were observed. Wit-
ness to this fact are the frames between 45 and 150ms in Fig. 5.

The results fora in the first regime can be interpreted as fo
lows. The decrease of the apparent wetting angle value with
spread factor corresponds qualitatively to the predictions of H
man’s experimental correlation~@12,13#!, which expresses that th
wetting angle decreases with decreasing capillary numbers~this is
the case in the early part of the impact, because the sphe
droplet shape induces a contact line velocity that decreases
time!:

a5 f Hoff~Ca1 f Hoff
21 ~aeq!! (10)

f Hoff~Ca!54.54Ca0.353, Ca,O~0.1!. (11)

The second term in the parenthesis of Eq.~10! is a correction
factor for the influence of the equilibrium wetting angleaeq .
Theoretical verification of Hoffman’s correlation has been o
tained for the case of perfect wetting (aeq50) via hydrodynamic
analyses by Voinov and Tanner@38,39#. Equation~11! expresses
this correlation for the range of capillary number that pertains
our study@40#.

Hoffman suggested analytically that flow inertia could infl
encea for We.0.015~@13#!. The analyses of Tanner and Voino
Transactions of the ASME



Journal of He
Fig. 12 Time evolution of the spread factor b, the contact angle a, the first ripple angle g, and the
first ripple nondimensional height H11 in the case „v 0Ä2.31 mÕs, T2,0Ä59°C…. The error is estimated
in Section 2.3 and in Fig. 10.
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focused on the slow viscous flow regime, neglecting flow ine
in the Navier-Stokes equations. Publications can be found sta
that inertia effects on the wetting angle can be ignored for
<O(0.1), without commenting on the influence of the Web
number~@40#!. However, most of these wetting studies are p
formed with high viscosity oils. In the first regime of the dropl
spreading observed in this study, the measured contact line ve
ties of 2–4 m/s correspond to Ca of the order
1.5* 1022– 3.2* 1022, and simultaneously to We of the order of
to 28. These moderate Weber number clearly implies that the fl
inertia is not negligible in comparison with capillary forces. Th
indicates the existence of situations where inertia is not neglig
even at low Ca, for example in the case of low viscosity mater
such as liquid metals.

A second limitation of Hoffman’s correlation and of its hydro
dynamic justifications is that they are expressed for steady fl
only. Therefore, the application of Hoffman’s correlation to
unsteady droplet impact is questionable. However, since H
man’s correlation is the only widely known available general w
ting correlation, it is worth comparing it with our measuremen

Quantitatively, it is difficult to compare the evolution ofa with
the evolution of the capillary number in this first regime since
equilibrium wetting angle is a prior unknown, and since we on
measured an average velocity at the contact line, meaning an
erage Ca. Assuming an equilibrium wetting angle near zero, th
values of Ca of 1.5* 1022 and 3.2* 1022 correspond via Eqs
~10!–~11! to wetting angles of, respectively, 59 deg and 77 d
The assumption of a small equilibrium wetting angle value h
been confirmed to some extent in this study experimentally.
this end, we placed on a microheater a wafer slide supportin
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solidified solder droplet~80 mm diameter! and heated the slide a
180°C during two minutes. Frames~a! and ~b! in Fig. 13 are top
views of the droplet respectively before~at solid state! and at the
end of the heating. The drastic increase of diameter of the d
during melting indicates that the melting drop wets the subst
very well creating a film-like structure, corresponding to a sm
equilibrium wetting angle. We used atomic force microsco
~AFM! in order to quantify the wetting angle value as follow
The slide was removed from the heater right after heating
cooled on a steel surface at ambient temperature in order to fr
the equilibrium wetting angle. It is worth noting that AFM mea
surements of a liquid surface, in particular of a contact line reg
at relatively high temperatures are not very reliable and difficul
perform since AFM has been developed for solid surfaces. Im
mentation in liquid and molten interfaces measurements is at
at its infancy~@41#!. The measured values of the frozen conta
angle, from the border of the contact line up to nine microns fr
that line, were smaller than 30 deg~Fig. 13!. Even if the equilib-
rium angle were 40 deg, the dynamic angles values calcula
with Hoffman’s correlation would only slightly increase~respec-
tively from 59 deg to 65 deg and from 77 deg to 81 deg
discussed earlier!, which still does not agree with the measure
values that all lie between 90 deg and 140 deg. The fact th
single correlation Eq.~9! could be extracted from impacts wit
different velocities~Fig. 11! also suggests that Hoffman’s corre
lation is not valid in the first part of the curve describing o
measurements. Since Hoffman’s correlation does not accoun
the bulk fluid inertia and the influence of the free surface shap
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 553
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Fig. 13 Contact angle measurement with atomic force microscopy. The two vertical
lines determine the position of the angle measurement on the splat profile. Frames „a…
and „b… show the top view of the same „previously solidified … drop before „a… and after
two minutes heating „b… above its melting temperature „180°C….
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the vicinity of the contact line, further measurements had to
performed in order to consider the influence of these phenom
on droplet spreading.

The influence of the free surface motion near the wetting an
on this same angle can be examined by tracking the position o
first free surface ripple relative to the contact line. A characteri
free surface point describing the location of the first ripple is
lowest point above the substrate where the horizontal cross
tion of the droplet reaches a local maximum, represented by p
B ~or F! in Fig. 3 ~this point can fall on the contact line, e.g., whe
the drop has a meniscus shape!. An indicator of the influence of
the first ripple position on the contact anglea is the angleg,
defined as the angle BAG~or AGF! in Fig. 3. It is worth noting
that g cannot be defined when points B and A~or F and G!
coincide. This ‘‘first ripple angle’’g, when defined, is plotted in
Fig. 12 as a function of time for the case~2.31 m/s, 59°C!. A clear
relation betweena andg during this first part of the spreading i
obvious, and is also visible in the three other wetting angle m
surement sequences~not plotted in Fig. 12 for clarity!, as well as
in the frames 2 and 3 of Fig. 5. The nondimensional height of
first ripple above the substrateH11 is also plotted in Fig. 12 in
order to determine unequivocally the position of the first rippl

The second regime of the spreading (b.0.8) allows a better
insight into the relation betweeng and a. In Fig. 12 these two
angles values exhibit a coordinated increase and subsequen
crease fortP@15,30ms#. This indicates that the apparent wettin
angle and the bending of the free surface over it representedg
are dependent. This makes sense physically, for example, w
one considers the limit case where the contact line freezes
denly and the first ripple continues to advance because of the
fluid flow, as in cases~1.49 m/s, 65°C! and~2.31, 59! in Fig. 11:
Here the apparenta will increase only because of the combinatio
between bulk fluid dynamics and heat transfer, and not becau
wetting phenomena. Frames 3–5 in Fig. 4 show a similar incre
and subsequent decrease of the value of alpha, as in the mea
ment ~1.49, 65!. It is worth noting that the apparent recedin
observed in both low-temperature cases~Fig. 6, Fig. 11, and Fig.
12! is not consistent with the fact that solidification arrests
spreading at low temperature. The exact reasons are not clear
at the present time.

Another increase and subsequent decrease of the valuea,
smaller than in both low-temperature cases, is also observe
Fig. 11 in one high temperature case~2.35, 145!. This can also be
correlated with a bending of the free surface above the subs
and a corresponding increase ofg. Contrary to both low-
temperature cases, this bending is probably caused by the
fluid motion instead of solidification, since the latter only affec
the motion of the contact line at a later stage. In the other hi
temperature case~1.51, 119! the wetting angle remains approx
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mately constant at 90 deg forb.1, while the characteristic poin
describing the location of the first ripple falls on the contact lin
This absence of bending of the free surface near the subs
could be explained by an impact velocity lower than in the ca
~2.35, 145!.

We also attempted to test Hoffman’s correlation in the seco
regime for both our high substrate temperature cases. Contac
velocities were estimated to be 1.44 m/s and 0.84 m/s for the c
~2.35 m/s, 145°C! and ~1.51, 119!, respectively, in the ranges o
bP(1.4,1.8) and~1.2, 1.6!. These velocities correspond to Ca
1.1* 1022 and 6.3* 1023. The resulting wetting angle values ob
tained from Hoffman’s correlation, assuming again an equilibriu
wetting angle of zero, are 53 and 43 deg, respectively. Th
values differ greatly from the measured values of about 90 de
should be noted that this finding is not sensitive to the assum
value of the equilibrium wetting angle: even if the measured eq
librium angle were 40 deg, the wetting angle predicted by Ho
man’s correlation would be increased by less than 11 deg, wh
is far from sufficient to yield agreement with our measuremen

4 Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this study presents the first

perimental results on the transient fluid dynamics, wetting, a
solidification of molten microdroplets impacting on a substra
which are directly relevant to the novel solder jetting technolo
in manufacturing of microelectronics. It was shown that t
ripples on the solidified drop surface are due to a strong coup
between flow oscillations and solidification, as was suggested
earlier numerical results pertaining to a comparable param
range~@15,16#!. The value of the substrate temperature was var
in order to study its influence on the spreading and solidificat
process. Transient measurements of the droplet height abov
substrate have been carried out, showing a damped oscilla
Our results suggest that the solidification time depends nonmo
tonically on the substrate temperature. This finding, although
pearing counterintuitive, is supported by a simple order of m
nitude analysis. Transient measurements of the spread fa
showed that the substrate temperature significantly affects
spreading for substrate temperatures ranging from 48°C to 9
~Ste50.77 to 0.48!. This indicates that spreading is arrested
solidification at the wetting line. At higher temperatures, t
spread factor was practically independent of the substrate t
perature. Measurements of the wetting angle for different con
tions of impact velocities and substrate temperature have
been carried out. It was established that the wetting angle dyn
ics is strongly coupled to the evolution of the droplet free surfa
and no quantitative agreement with Hoffman’s correlation w
found. Two successive regimes during the spreading have b
Transactions of the ASME
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distinguished. The influence of the initial conditions on the ev
lution of the apparent wetting angle was analyzed in both regim
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Nomenclature

Ca 5 capillary number (mvcs
21)

cp 5 specific heat~J kg21 K21!
d 5 diameter~m!
E 5 energy~J!
f 5 frequency~s21!
h 5 heat transfer coefficient~Wm22K21!
H 5 nondimensional height~~visible height!/d0!
L 5 latent heat~J kg21!

Oh 5 Ohnesorge number~~We!1/2/Re!
Pr 5 Prandtl number (mcpll l

21)
q̇ 5 heat transfer rate~W!

Re 5 Reynolds number (rv0d0m21)
S 5 surface~m2!

Ste 5 Stefan number (cpl(Tm2T2,0)L
21)

t 5 time~s!
T 5 temperature~K!
V 5 volume ~m3!
v 5 velocity ~m s21!

We 5 Weber number (rv0
2d0s21)

Greek Symbols

a 5 apparent wetting angle
b 5 spread factor
g 5 first ripple angle
D 5 difference
l 5 thermal conductivity~Wm21K21!
m 5 dynamic viscosity~Pa s!
r 5 density~kg m23!
s 5 surface energy~Jm22!

Subscripts

0 5 initial
1 5 droplet
2 5 substrate top surface
3 5 substrate bottom surface

11 5 first ripple
c 5 contact line
e 5 effective

eq 5 equilibrium
l 5 liquid

m 5 melting point
max 5 maximum

s 5 solid, solidification
spr 5 spreading
` 5 final, arrested
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